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1. Introduction
Today’s technology can play a vital role in supporting Indigenous language
teaching and learning2. Through collaborative participatory action research with our
Indigenous partners, we have been developing online language-learning activities for East
Cree (lessons.eastcree.org) and Innu (lessons.innu-aimun.ca) since 2006, with major
updates in 2018-2020. We have also been working on a common digital infrastructure for
Algonquian languages for many years, supporting online dictionaries, verb conjugators,
terminology forums, story databases (both oral and written), and more.3 From a linguistic
point of view, there are several advantages to working within one language family:
languages share a similar structure, similar inflectional and derivational patterns, and
often, similar cultural features. This allows for transfer of expertise, mutual inspiration and
economy of resources. In this paper, we demonstrate how we successfully integrated our
language-learning platform with some of these other resources, and advocate why such
an integrative approach is essential for quality language resource development and
language maintenance.
2. Context and Background
2.1 East Cree and Innu
The Algonquian language family is one of the largest and most widespread in North
America, stretching from the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic Ocean. Its immediate
neighbours include Athabascan languages to the west, Inuktut languages to the north,
and Siouan and Iroquoian languages to the south. Both languages discussed in this paper
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– East Cree and Innu (formerly known as Montagnais) – belong to the Algonquian family.
East Cree is spoken in 9 communities in northern Quebec, just east of James Bay, while
Innu is spoken further eastward in 11 communities in Quebec and Labrador. The majority
of Cree in Quebec tend to speak English as a second language, though there is also a
minority population that speaks French. Innu from Quebec tend to speak French as their
second language, while Innu from Labrador tend to speak English. The communities and
dialect groupings for each language are indicated in the maps below (Figures 1 and 2):

Figure 1: East Cree communities and dialects (from Eastern James Bay Cree Dictionary Introduction,
Bobbish-Salt et al., 2012).
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Figure 2: Innu communities and dialects (from Innu Dictionary Introduction, Junker & MacKenzie, 2016).

Both are still quite robust compared to many other Indigenous languages in North
America, with an estimated 18,000 East Cree speakers and 12,000 Innu speakers. These
languages are still actively used in most communities by all generations, although this is
shifting quickly under the pressure of English and French.
2.2 Project partners and method
We are a small team led by professor Marie-Odile Junker (co-author) in the School
of Linguistics and Language Studies at Carleton University in Ottawa. Claire Owen (coauthor) works as an L2 instructional designer for the online lessons project, and Delasie
Torkornoo (co-author) is the programmer and technical director. Individuals who worked
with us to prepare and design recent content for the lessons were Yvette Mollen (Innu),
Laurel Anne Hasler (Innu and East Cree) and Mimie Neacappo (East Cree). Our
Indigenous partners are the Cree School Board – Cree Programs department; the Quebec
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Innu organization Institut Tshakapesh; and the Labrador Innu organization Mamu
Tshishkutamashutau Innu Education (MTIE). We have been collaborating for over 20
years.4 These organizations and communities operate in different colonial languages
(English or French) in addition to their own language, so we often need to work in a
trilingual environment. Both the East Cree and Innu lessons have a bilingual EnglishFrench interface to help ensure equal accessibility to the learning platform.
Underpinning the creation of all our language resources, including but not limited
to the online lessons, is the Participatory Action Research (PAR) method. This is a
collaborative and action-oriented approach that emphasizes process over results
(Chevalier & Buckles, 2013; Junker, 2018) and strives to create resources that will benefit
the communities in question, while empowering individuals and building capacity. As
Penfield and Tucker (2011) point out, applied linguists helping to produce pedagogical
resources “should not ‘prescribe’ what materials might work, but rather […] adapt learning
models to the community rather than the other way around” (p. 298). Carpenter et al.
(2017) also insist on the value of community-grounded and community-directed work to
support Indigenous languages.
In keeping with this PAR philosophy, agile programming was an essential aspect
of both creating and redesigning the lessons, particularly during the recent (2018-20)
phase of reprogramming and expansion, which is the primary focus of this paper. This
term refers to real-time “live” software development that takes place in a highly
collaborative environment involving various stakeholders and team members (e.g.,
language speakers and teachers, linguists, pedagogical experts, volunteer testers, etc.).
Agile programming is based on the principle of “adaptiveness and response to change”
(Agile Alliance, 2021) – it is cyclical and incremental in nature, going through phases of
discussion, implementation, testing, feedback, and then back to discussion. Our team
worked closely with the programmer to brainstorm, discuss, experiment and “play” with
various possibilities in terms of lesson content, visual display, functions, and special
features. We had numerous work sessions with our primary Innu and East Cree
collaborators, which over time allowed us to envision and implement the changes
necessary for updating the platform and integrating it with our other resources.
2.3 The online lessons platform
The online language lessons were originally conceived in 2006 for East Cree
syllabics, then expanded with Cree vocabulary and grammar games in 2008-11, adapted
for Innu in 2009-14 and expanded to include text-based activities. The initial purpose was
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to improve the literacy of first-language (L1) speakers – that is, adults who speak their
language and can read in English/French, but are not familiar with the standard
orthography (Innu) or syllabic system (East Cree) (see Junker & Torkornoo, 2012). In
2018-19, due to software obsolescence and particularly the need for increased
compatibility with mobile devices, the entire platform’s architecture was redesigned and
redeveloped for both languages. At the same time, numerous improvements were made
in terms of both the user experience and the content-authoring process on the backend.
Then, in 2019-20, we were able to expand the platform (initially created for L1 users only)
to include content and features appropriate for second-language (L2) learners as well.
Little did we expect that starting in April 2020, with the COVID-19 pandemic, our
Indigenous partner schools would increase dramatically their use of this platform in order
to make up for missed in-person language activities.
Today, the platform consists of a series of modules, each containing lessons and
activities/games for language learning. Lessons cover a range of content, including
vocabulary items; conversations and dialogues; stories and personal narratives;
grammatical concepts; and verb conjugations. Figure 3 shows a module made of short
conversations, while Figure 4 shows a sample vocabulary lesson for Innu.

Figure 3: Example of an Innu module containing short conversations on the online platform.
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Figure 4: Example of an Innu vocabulary lesson on the online platform.

The lesson is the main “study” page for users to familiarize themselves with the meaning,
spelling and/or pronunciation of each (vocabulary or phrase) item. Users can click the
image or sound icon ( ) to hear each word pronounced according to their chosen dialect,
or the turtle button ( ) to hear it at a slower speed – the latter being particularly helpful
for L2 learners. Also included (via the optional information button
which can be turned
on/off) are the English/French translation and the part of speech, such as na [noun,
animate] in the examples in Figure 4 above.
Attached to each lesson are a series of activities, related to the content of that
lesson, for users to then practice their language skills. The activity types include basic
recognition (matching, identifying); receptive skills (reading, listening comprehension);
and productive skills (spelling, dictation, translation, pronunciation). For example, the
same Innu vocabulary lesson shown above includes the following activities:
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Figure 5: List of practical activities for language learning on the Innu lessons platform.

Note that this is merely one example; the platform includes many more lesson and activity
types that readers are encouraged to explore – see also our pedagogical and user guide
(Hasler et al., 2020). The target audience includes both L1 and L2 users, from beginner
to advanced; but these lessons are intended to complement, not replace, an actual
language course – in fact, the platform includes a virtual classroom feature allowing
teachers to customize a list of activities for their students.
A central aspect of this recent (2018-20) reprogramming and expansion phase
involved integrating the lessons with our other online resources, such as the Innu and
East Cree grammar pages, dictionaries, and conjugation apps. This resource integration
is discussed in the next section.
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3. Resource Integration
In 2018, as our team began to redesign and expand on the existing lessons, we
quite naturally turned to the language data that had already been created for various other
resources in Innu (see www.innu-aimun.ca) and East Cree (see www.eastcree.org).
Rather than reinvent the wheel by re-recording vocabulary and finding images, it only
made sense to reuse any of our relevant data that was already approved for educational
use. This being said, before proceeding with our discussion, it is important to acknowledge
here that the concept of resource integration necessarily presupposes the existence of
such resources. That is, a certain amount of language documentation and resource
creation is required first, before any kind of integration becomes a possibility; in our case,
this has been taking place over the past 20+ years of collaborative documentation work
among linguists such as Dr. Junker and Dr. Marguerite MacKenzie, and the East Cree
and Innu communities and institutions. We recognize, of course, that this is not necessarily
the case for many other Indigenous speech communities; there is unfortunately
sometimes a lack of collaboration between intervening institutions (including Indigenous
organizations, band councils, etc.) which can hinder the development of quality resources
for community benefit.
We merely wish to share our experience in case it could be helpful to those who
find themselves in a similar position with existing resources, or who might benefit from
keeping this idea of (eventual) integration in mind as a future goal, as they begin to
develop their language resources. Giving examples from the Innu language lessons, the
next few sections cover what we mean by resource integration, how we integrated other
resources into the lessons platform, and why resource integration is an important and
worthwhile goal.
3.1 What constitutes resource integration?
At a basic level, resource integration can be as simple as a hyperlink directing users
to another site. This is certainly one method we use in the online lessons platform, offering
learners additional information via links to our dictionary (dictionary.innu-aimun.ca), verb
conjugation
app
(verb.innu-aimun.ca),
grammar
pages
(innuaimun.ca/english/grammar/), and so on – for example:
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Figure 6: Sample module description (including hyperlinked blue text) on the Innu lessons platform.

Within this module Sentences and Dialogues 1, some lessons then contain additional links
to specific grammar pages related to the lesson content, for example:

Figure 7: Sample Innu lesson including hyperlinked text.

The above link to Nominal Plurals directs learners to a grammar explanation of animate
versus inanimate plural noun formation in Innu. This optional grammatical information can
help users (particularly L2 learners) better understand the lesson content and complete
the attached language activities. Note that keeping in mind this holistic and interconnected
approach when developing a new resource can also lead to the enhancement of an
existing resource. In the above example, we, as designers, were prompted to revisit the
grammar page and make sure it was consistent and useful in this new context.
However, more significant resource integration is also possible beyond mere
hyperlinks; for the lessons platform, the primary form this took was data importation. We
needed a way to import lexical items and their related data (Innu text, English and French
translations, part of speech, and any attached media including images and sound files in
multiple dialects) from the dictionary, and to import verb forms (Innu text, including
morpheme breaks indicated in bold and italic formatting, and corresponding sound files
for different dialects) from the conjugation app. This type of integration (i.e., data
importation) is discussed in the next section.
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3.2 How content was imported from other resources
We used an application programming interface (API), which allows two applications
or pieces of software to “talk” to each other, to import the required data from our other
resources into the lessons database. Several import options were created on the lessons
admin interface for the content creators and editing team; these are described below.
For importing dictionary content, an online API5 was used. Upon clicking
and typing an Innu word in the search field, the API connects the lessons
platform to the online dictionary, allowing instant retrieval of existing dictionary entries and
their associated media files. For example:

Figure 8: Search bar in the Innu lessons admin interface, displaying results from the online dictionary.

Note the icons indicating that an image (
) and sound files ( ) – where c, e, and o
represent three different Innu dialects – are attached to this dictionary entry. These media
items are automatically imported along with the text data (including part of speech, English
and French translations, etc.) from the dictionary directly into the lessons database – see
Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9: Innu lexical item pishu (lynx) after being imported from the dictionary into the lessons database.

5
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Figure 10: Media (1 image and 3 sound files) attached to the imported Innu lexical item pishu (lynx).

In addition to importing individual entries, we can also import multiple words at
once, provided they have already been tagged with a specific theme in the dictionary. In
this case, we click on
such as “kinship” for example:

and search for the English/French theme word,

Figure 11: Search bar in the lessons, displaying thematic keyword results from the online dictionary.

Note the number on the right indicating that 70 lexical items (kinship terms) have been
found in the dictionary; thus with a single click, we can instantly import numerous
dictionary entries and their attached media files into the lessons database:
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Figure 12: Multiple kinship terms imported all at once from the dictionary into the lessons database.

These imported lexical items – which are identical to the content of the online dictionary
and thus consistent across resources without risk of human error during data re-entry –
can now be used for the creation of lessons and activities.
When importing lexical items, it is important to be wary of homographs: two or more
words with the same spelling but different meanings. In these cases, displaying the
English/French definition is essential to ensure importation of the correct lexical item. For
example, the Innu word namesh has multiple meanings:

Figure 13: Search bar in the lessons, displaying several results (homographs) from the online dictionary.

In addition to such lexical items (vocabulary), anyone learning a second language
with rich verb inflection – such as Algonquian languages – also needs to memorize verb
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conjugations at some point. Since we already had a collection of common model verbs
with sound files, we decided to create a progression of verb-based lessons and activities
(Junker, 2020). Contrary to the online API used for the dictionary imports, an offline API
was used for importing verb conjugations. Although the Innu and East Cree verbs are
displayed online (verb.innu-aimun.ca, verbn.eastcree.org), the data is managed with an
offline software program called Toolbox (SIL); text files are first exported from Toolbox
and then uploaded to the lessons database, along with corresponding sound files. Lesson
editors must select which Toolbox data fields to include in the export, including:
Mandatory fields
• part of speech
• stem
• name of the verb
• person
• verb form
• dialect
• ID number
Optional (but highly recommended) fields
• inflectional morpheme breaks
• sound files
• English/French translations
In this way, the existing verb forms can be imported and used to create lessons and
activities for language learning, as illustrated below:

Figure 14: Verb data in the conjugator (left) is repackaged in a new format for the lessons platform (right).
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Importing these verb forms and sound files from the existing conjugation database, as
opposed to re-creating them on the lessons platform, is not only much faster and more
efficient but also reduces the risk of human error (e.g., typos) that is likely to occur with
significant amounts of data entry. The import feature also allows for batch updates to the
lessons, where every time a new verb import is performed, it replaces any previous
imports of the same verb forms. This means that the master database is always
maintained and updated in the same place (in this case, Toolbox) and any changes to that
data can be easily reflected in the lessons with minimal manual intervention. Note,
however, that our API processes are (intentionally) not entirely automated: they still
require a human in the loop to mitigate unintended or unforeseen consequences and to
ensure quality control.
This section would not be complete without mentioning text integration. Text and
oral stories databases, as well as dictionary example sentences, offer a number of
integration possibilities that we have started to explore in some of the lesson modules.
This integration can go both ways, as short, everyday conversation material developed
for language teaching and learning is often lacking from traditional textual sources
obtained from narratives and existing corpora. We have started enriching dictionary
entries with conversation examples taken from the lessons.
Having demonstrated the kinds of resources that were integrated into the lessons
platform, and how this integration was carried out, the next section explains the benefits
and importance of such an integrative approach.
3.3 Why resource integration?
There are several key reasons to consider the integration of language resources
as described in this paper, namely: consistency, quality, efficiency, sustainability, and
content dissemination. These are each described below.
Consistency of language content is important, to avoid having resources contradict
each other and to increase familiarity and ease of use. Standardization of orthography is
fairly recent for these communities, and if written material is very inconsistent across
resources, the written language becomes inaccessible or even unlearnable. Therefore,
words used in the online lessons should be spelled the same way as in the current
reference materials, such as dictionaries.6 In terms of familiarity and ease of use across
resources, consider our representation of inflectional morpheme breaks in verb forms:
certain morphemes (pronoun + verb ending) are indicated in bold, which is helpful for

6
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the spelling differences between Canadian and American English for words such as favour/favor,
centre/center, etc.
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learners to understand the “building blocks” of the inflected form. This is displayed the
same way in both the conjugation app and the lessons:

Figure 15: Morphemes are consistently indicated in bold in both the verb conjugation app (left) and the
lessons platform (right).

Resource integration can also help improve the quality of language documentation
by both preventing new errors and correcting old ones. As mentioned earlier, importing
existing data reduces the risk of human error, such as typos, that are a common hazard
of data entry (assuming that the original data is from a high-quality, trusted source). At the
same time, the process of importing said data offers an opportunity for revision and
potential error correction. When importing lexical items from the dictionary into the
lessons, there were a few cases where we discovered that an entry contained the wrong
image, or the sound file did not play properly, or there was a mistake in the English/French
translation, etc. We were then able to fix these issues not only in the lessons, but also in
the original location – the dictionary – thereby improving the quality of both resources. In
addition to actual error correction, there may also be a need for updates to older resources
or a need for expansion to better include dialectal variation, which only comes to light
during the process of integration with another resource; when data is introduced into a
new environment, it invites a new level of scrutiny.
Another key benefit of resource integration, and perhaps the most obvious one, is
increased efficiency of resource production. Instead of re-inventing the wheel each time
we create a new resource, it is a much better use of time, funding and human resources
to “recycle” existing data from a trusted source. Indigenous language speakers, who tend
to be in high demand and short supply, need to be free to create new content rather than
re-documenting things; this type of project should always be a catalyst for collaborative
documentation efforts. Ideally, editing and updating data could be made more efficient as
well; the goal is to be able to make edits in one location (or as few locations as possible)
that are reflected across all interconnected resources.
Resource integration can also contribute to long-term sustainability in the digital
economy. As we find more uses for our existing resources, we spend more time updating
and improving them and expanding their capabilities; we keep up with changing
technological needs and trends (e.g., software obsolescence or the increasing need for
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mobile-friendly resources); and this creates a continuous cycle of improvement that
sustains the various resources by keeping them up-to-date and operational. In fact, our
redevelopment of the lessons in 2018-20 is what prompted us to update the API capability
of our online dictionaries. The most challenging aspect of such resource maintenance is
the lack of funding opportunities: most grants are allocated to new projects, rather than to
the upkeep of existing projects.
Finally, this type of resource integration also serves as a form of content
dissemination. By repackaging and reusing data in a different format, on a new platform,
we can potentially reach a wider audience. As they explore the online language lessons,
users have the opportunity to discover other resources (dictionary, verb conjugator,
grammar pages, oral stories, etc.) which may not be familiar to them; in this sense, the
lessons serve as a portal to all the other reference materials that have been developed
over many previous years of language documentation.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated how we integrated our online lessons platform
with some other language resources and discussed five key benefits of such resource
integration: consistency, quality, efficiency, sustainability, and increased dissemination. It
is important to once again acknowledge that the integration of resources described here
obviously required a large amount of pre-existing digital data, resulting from many years
of previous language documentation work. While this type of material may already exist
or reside in dispersed forms for some Indigenous languages, it is not necessarily the case
for many others; however, current documentation efforts may eventually lead to future
opportunities for resource integration. For communities in the early stages of language
documentation, it would be wise to consider the possibilities of an integrative approach
even while creating resources in the present.
Every language context is unique, but with this paper we strive to show one
example of what is possible in terms of resource integration. Our broader goal has been
to develop a common digital infrastructure for Algonquian language resources and
documentation that is robust, affordable, and sustainable; an integrative and
interconnected approach as described here is essential to this vision. It also requires longterm collaboration between communities and language experts, continuous commitment
from institutions (including academia, Indigenous organizations, grant agencies, etc.), and
reliable financial support – not only for new projects, but also for the essential work of
maintaining and updating existing resources so that they remain accessible, useful and
relevant to ongoing language maintenance efforts.
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